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THE- - KENNA RECORD
KENNA. CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIHAY, OCTOBER

VOL. 7.

OATTERDEE'S TALK
KENNETT HARRIS.
The senior partner of Wallls ft Ehrmann said to the Junior member of
the firm: "Have you noticed how particularly chipper and Independent old
Batterbee haa been in - his maaner
lately?"
"Yes," replied Ehrmann, the Junior.
"He's acting too gay altogether. It's
a little demoralising to the office
force. I guess we'd better fire him
and give Tarklns his Job."
"He's been with us close on to 20
years, Ehrmann," said the senior,
Irresolutely, "and he's faithful and
honest and cheap. The old man
might find it harrt to get another Job
at his age."
"That's his look-out,- "
said the dapperlike Ehrmann, blowing a speck of
dust from his shirt cuff. "This isn't an
eleemosynary institution. Tarklns Is
cheap, too if you come to that. Who's
there? Come in."
An elderly man In a threadbare e
coat came into the room and laid
three large canvas-bounbooks on a
side table. Then he approached the
desk and in a mild voice said: "I'd
like to have a few minutes' talk with
you gentlemen. If you are not too
busily engaged."
"We're busy now, Mr. Batterbee,"
said the Junior partner, snappishly.
"Some other time.
What are you
bringing that cash book and those
ledgers for?"
"They have some bearing on the
subject I wished to discuss with you,
sir," said Mr. Batterbee, respectfully,
but with a curious steadfast look. "If
you will excuse me, I think perhaps
it would be well to take the matter
up at once. It's rather important"
"Well, go ahead, Batterbee," said
the senior partner, tolerantly. "Let
him say what he has to say now, Ehrmann."
. "Thank you, sir," said the subordinate. "In the first place, I wish to
call your attention to the fact that I
have been In the employ of the house
for 20 years."
"We know that," said Mr. Wallls.
"In fact,, we were Just speaking of It
I had mentioned it to Mr. Ehrmann."
"Ah!" said-M- r.
"Yes!
Batterbee.
Well, during that time I think I may
' say that I have discharged my office
duties with seal, diligence and intelligence. You will grant that, I hope?"
"Certainly," admitted Mr. Wallls.
"Nevertheless," continued Mr. Bat
terbee, "my salary at the present time
is $25 per week, and considering that
I have a family to support, and "
"See here, Mr. Batterbee," said Mr.
Ehrmann. "We can't help your hav
ing a family, you know. We're not
to blame for that And this Isn't an
eleemosynary instl
"Pardon me," Interrupted Mr. Bat
terbee, with a dignified wave of the
hand. "I am quite aware of the fact,
but merit, perhaps "
"Merit cuts no ice with the markjBt
price and the law of supply and de
mand."
"These books that I have brought In
have been .carefully examined by you,
Mr. Ehrmann, at least once a month
You are an expert accountant, and a
good business man. If there had been
any flaw or fault in them, I am sure
you would have detected It, and would
not have hesitated to apprise me of
By

r

of-fle-

d
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'

the fact"

"You bet I wouldn't have hesitated,"
said Mr. Ehrmann, with a short laugh.
"Then, I assume, that you have had
no fault to find?"
"Mr. Batterbee," said
the senior
partner, gently, "I think that we
might cut short a discussion which I
am afraid can only prove painful We
cheerfully admit the value of your
servloes, but, while your salary has
not been largelt has been as muc- heven more than we could afford to
pay, looking at It from a business
point We can get the same services
performed for us by a younger man
for even less money. Now, I may
a wen tell you that we were talk
tag over this very matter, and pro--

TO TELL CONDITION OF
Rule

MOON

Is 8lmple, the Chief Idea to
Keep In Mind Being the Contrariness of the Planet

fits on the business having sensibly
declined In the past few years, we feel
that not only can we advance no
salaries, but, I regret to say, we must
dispense with your services at the
close of the current week."
"That's the size of it, Batterbee."
said Ehrman, briskly. "Business is
business."
"Just so," said Mr. Batterbee. Now,'
let's get down to business. To begin with, you gentlemen have misunderstood me. I am not asking you for
any increase of salary. I had hot the
remotest Intention of doing so. 1
want to work for the firm without any
salary at all."
"What!" exclaimed Ehrmann and
Wallis.
"But for a share of the profits,"
continued Mr. Batterbee, calmly. "In
short, I propose that you take me Into
the firm as an equal partner."
Ehrmann broke Into loud laughter,
but the senior partner regarded the
elderly clerk with a close and serious
attention.
"If you don't mind. I will sit down."
said Mr. Batterbee. drawing up a
chair. "Standing very long fatigues
me. I find. Mr. Ehrmann, if you feel
that you are sufficiently recovered, I
will go on. Of course. I must show
you how you would be Justified In
taking the step I propose. Possibly
this might Interest you to start with."
He drew a brown leather covered
bank book from his pocket and
banded it to Mr. Wallls. "You will
observe," he continued, "that the account' was opened with the bank In
January, 1890. If I remember rightly,
it was one month after my third unsuccessful application for an increase
of salary. You will observe that the
deposits have been made at regular
Interval ever since, but In increasing
amounts; also that no charges have
been drawn against
these sums,
placed to my credit The Interest
has been compounded
and altogether the sum total is now
nearly $90,000."
Mr. Wallis gasped and handed the
who
bank book to Mr. Ehrmann,
turned pale as he looked ."over the
columns of figures.
"Where did you get It?" he asked
with starting eyes.
"I
Mr. Batterbee smiled easily.
thought you would be likely to ask
question," he
d
me that
said. "At the same time you must.
pardon me If I decline to answer It
I shall not tell It for It Is not in that
bank now. It is accessible, but not
that bank.
"I fancy, gentlemen," he resumed,
after a silent pause, during which the
partners looked into each other's
eyes. "I fancy that you have your
of
groundless,
suspicions entirely
course, as Mr. Ehrmann can testify,
ho having carefully examined my accounts. I think. Mr. Ehrmann, you
will admit that the man who could
embezzle 190,000, under your very
nose (an altogther ridiculous supposition), would be a man of no ordinary
ability,"
"If you have, you're a dandy," ex
claimed Ehrmann, startled into in
voluntary admiration.
"I am not talking of myself," corrected Mr. Batterbee. "Please bear
that in mind. I may say, .however,
that if, finding ordinary and conventional methods of demonstrating the
fact that I had ability had failed, 1 had
taken such a peculiar course, my
natural honesty would lead me to
make full restitution."
He repossessed himself of the bank
book that Ehrmann had laid down,
and waited.
Batterbee'.'1 said the
"Se- - here.
senior partner, suddenly, dropping his
hitherto sauve manner, and speaking
quickly and uneasily, "stop beating
the bush, and come down to hard
facta. We're not babies. Now, what
Is it you want?"
"I've told you already," said Mr.
Batterbee. "I'm trying to make you
recognize the fact that I'm a man
a man with flesh and blood, and
brains and spirit, and nqt a- damned
machine," be added, fiercely and
bringing his fist down on the desk
semi-annuall- y

time-honore-

with a bang. "If I have proved that
to you by 20 hard years In your
service," he resumed, in his customary even tones, "if your daily observa
tion of me has proved to you that I
have the business at my fingers' ends
in all its branches, and that I could
extend and revivify the business it I
iad(a chance; if your known generos- ir, coupled with your self interest In
clines you to reward me then I ask
you' to take me into partnership, as
I have said."
"How about restitution?" asked
Ehrmann.
"Nothing about restitution," replied
Mr. Batterbee.
"I don't understand
your allusion. It occurs to me to mention that if the considerations I have
mentioned impel you to offer me the
partnership, I would be quite willing
to put a little capital Into the concern
say $90,000 the savings of my modest little salary, gentlemen."
"We must have time to consider
your proposition, Mr. Batterbee," said
Mr. Waills at last
"Very well, sir," said Mr. Batterbee.
"If you will allow me an hour's leave
of absence from the office, I will return by that time with my attorney,
who will provide himself with the
necessary contract for your signature.
If you think favorably of the idea I
have submitted."
Within the appointed Urn Mr. Batterbee and his legal friend appeared
and were conducted Into the private
of the firm. Mr. Wallls welcomed
them with a smlUng face. Mr. Ehrmann looked sulky, but he, too. rose
and shook hands.
"Well, Mr. Batterbee," said Mr.
Wallis, "I believe that you have rather more than an inkling of what I am
about to say. It gives me genuine
pleasure to tell you that In consideration of your long and faithful services,
and' as a mark of our recognition and
appreciation of your ability, Mr. Ehrmann and myself have decided to ask
you to come Into the firm."
(Copyrlsht,

by

tally

Story Pub. Co.)

Selling Land by Balloon.
America is known as the home of
the enterprising land agent and probably no feat performed elsewhere In
the lino of selling "lots" has been
equaled by the exploit of one Los
Angeles man. He had almost convinced a customer of the merits of a
certain sr bur ban lot, but the prospective client, demurred at signing a contract without seeing the property for
which he was expected to pay out
his good money.
It was a little too late in the afternoon to go out and besides, the
agent's motor car was in use, but It
would never do to let the customer
get away, as he might change his
mind or see some other agent
The salesman had an Idea. A showman's captive balloon makes frequent
ascents Just a few streets away from
his office, rising to the end of a 1,000-focable and carrying passengers at
$1 a trip.
With a little urging the customer
was induced to take the aerial Jour,
ney, and from that altitude the agent
pointed out the suburban lot, showing
Its exect location and the character
of the surrounding property quite as
clearly as if they were actually on the
ground. Before they descended the
man had agreed to buy the lot
Sentenced to Remorse.
County Judge Tlernan of Brooklyn
recently delivered two Solomonlo admonitions to prisoners.
To Herman Maler, indicted for manslaughter, the court said:
"I'll not send you to prison. Ill let
remorse be your punishment"
Maler, a truckman, threw a stone at
some boys who teased his horse. H
struck one and meningitis and death
followed.
To Harry Bender," convicted of burglary, the Judge said:
"It would be better for this man it
he were dead. He is an habitual
criminal. I sentence blm to four
,
years."
If you want to be continuously happy you must know when to be blind,
when to be deaf and when to be dumb.

the full
curve is on the they will understand that it la waxright or the left If the moon shows ing, while a waning moon will deny
a D that naturally stands for dis- that it is decreasing.
credit. "It wanes."
But then comes in the great prinBoon Indeed.
ciple Luna semper fallaso (the moon
"At last," exclaimed the
la always deceitful), and one haa to Inventor, "I have evolved the greatest
understand the opposite of what the practical blessing of the age."
moon says, so that a moon ' ' which
"Oh, tell me, Theophllus tell me
shows a D is a waxlngmotfn, while a what it is!" begged his wife.
waning moqn is like a C.
. "A collar button with a little phonoThose who have no Latin will no graph inside that will call out when it
doubt look to see whether the moon rolls into a dark corner under the
sayi It U decreasing, la which case dress, 'Her I ami Her I ami' "
semi-circul-

long-haire-

'

Few people can tell at a glance
whether the tnoon Is waxing or waning. Her Is a whimsical rule to remember by. It la very simple to
those who know Latin and is not difficult for those who do not The first
thing is to notice whether the moon
ja UU ft 0 or ft C tint Is, whether
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MENU

WAY3 OF SERVING
DISHES.

FAVORITE

DISH

IN

ORIENT

Saffron Pllaf, Mainly Composed of
Rice, Considered Great Delicacy
In the Far East

This Is also called wedding pllaf.,
because it is invariably, made and
served during wedding
and,
Apple 8oup Is Nothing of a Novelty, other great occasions In dinners
the Orient.
to
How
But Always Appreciated
It Is composed of two parts, the first
Prepare and 8erve Up Savbeing a plain pilaf, which should be
ory Marrow Bonee.
made before the second part Is com- -'
menced. For this first part:
menu, says
Ingredients: Five cupfuls of stock,
To vary the every-daHousekeeper, It is a good idea to keep two cupfuls of rice, two tablesp.oonful
n
butter, salt and pepper.
up with new ways of serving
Method In a deep vessel roast well
dishes. - Those who know how
can make much out of little, so, the rice in the butter and add the
though the larder may seem almost broth. Season to taste and boll over
empty, the table may look as well a strong fire. When nearly done
Blacken the fire and cover the pllaf
filled as on a market day.
Apple Soup. Peel and quarter a with a piece of muslin under the lid
quart of cooking apples, carefully of the vessel In order to prevent the
removing the cores; put Into a kettle water from the steam falling back Into
with three jiints of white stock, pep- the vessel. After five or ten minute
per, salt, and three cloves; boil until stir the rice lightly with a perforated
tender, strain and reheat, adding a spoon and put into a hot oven till all
cup of sweet cream and a dash of nut- moisture has evaporated and the rice
meg and a tablespoon of sugar. Serve remains almost dry.
Put this aside where It will remain
with toast squares.
Cucumber Soup. Pare, quarter, and warm and proceed to make the second
remove the seeds from two cucum- part of the pllaf.
bers, cut In thick slices, and cover
Ingredient: Three cupfuls water,
with boiling water to draw out the one cupful of rice, two pinches of safpoison. Let them stand ten minutes, fron, two tablespoonfuls of rose water,
then have ready two quarts of white half a cupful of sugar.
stock, add the cucumbers, and boll
Method Put the washed rice and
slowly until very tender, adding a the sugar together in a deep vessel
bunch of sweet herbs. Strain and and boll over a moderate fire till nearseason and add a gill of cream, In ly done. Add the sugar, alBO the
Which two eggs have been well beat- saffron (which must have been soaked
en. Serve at once with toast sippets. in the rose water for twenty-fou- r
Savory Marrow Bones. Have mar- hours) and mix well. When the rice
row bones cut the desired length and Is well cooked the pllaf may be conboll them in a linen cloth in fair wa sidered done, when it should be poured
ter long enough to release the mar' over the first part of the dish. Serve
row. Stuff them with a mixture or in a deep plate. If the entire quantity
sweetbreads, mushrooms, the marrow is not to be used at one time then
and savory seasoning, and bake In a it is advisable to keep the sections
moderate oven. When done, they may separate and heat separately, mixing
be fitted with a paper collar and a Just before serving.
black ribbon tie, tied In a square
bow and a paper fool's cap, - and
Brightening Faded Goods.
served on lace paper dollies. ;
Hang across a clothesline, moisten
Deviled Salad Balls. Take the
eggs and all the very soiled places, and rub
yolks of four
devil them, with salt, pepper, olive with soap. Then turn the hose oa
oil, dash of Worcestershire sauce, to them. You can turn the hose off while
form the paste, then form into little you rub the soiled places a little beballs; roll In powdered nuts and drop tween your hands. Then turn on the
into the salad among the leaves. hose again, drain and dry. They will
Cover with mayonnaise.
then be sweet and clean.
Layer Cake, Soft Frosting. In layPotato water Is excellent for brighting up a cake with soft frjstlng, each ening shabby carpets. The carpets
layer may be sprinkled with powdered should first of all be shaken well and
pistachio nuts. To make it especially beaten, than scrape half a dozen good-size- d
pretty for a festival occasion, the top
potatoes as finely as possible
may be decorated with candied mint Into a bucket which Is half full of
warm water. Strain this, wring
and rose leaves. .
In making the dressing for any cloth out of the water, and give thai
salad, remember that only the very carpet a good rub all over, rinsing frebest olive oil that can be purchased quently.
Is allowable, for the delicacy and
flavor of a salad may be ruined if a
Tea "Dainties."
cheap, heavy oil is used. And such
Take two cups of powdered sugar,
oil may also make a salad most In- half a cup of butter, a cup of sweet
digestible, whereas the pure oil Is milk, the whites of four eggs, a
most healthful and nourishing.
of lemon extract, two
of baking powder, and flour
Single Raspberry Shortcakes.
enough to make a soft batter. Beat
teaspoons
bacups
flour, two
Two
this batter hard for ten minutes bed
cup butter,
king powder,
fore putting Into heated patty tlnsj
s
teaspoon salt, about
Bake quickly and allow to cool, then.
cup milk, crushed fruit, sugar. Sift Ice with a soft icing made from
together flour, salt and baking pow- whites of eggs mixed with enough
der, rub in the butter lightly and mix powdered sugar to make it stiff.
to a light dough with the milk. Cut
into rounds like biscuits and bake in a
Bright Red Catsup".
quick oven. When done, split, spread
One peck of ripe tomatoes cooked
lightly with butter and put some of the
one pint of vinegar, one
crushed berries, sweetened to taste, and strained,cups
of sugar. Put In ft
between and on top of the cakes. and a half
cloth, two tablespoons of clover, one-ha- lf
Serve plain or with whipped cream.
tablespoon of allspice, two tablespoons of salt, four tablespoons of
8avory Onions.
teaspoon of
After you have boiled peeled young cinnamon,
cayenne pepper. Cook all day until
onions until tender, drain them and
pour over them a cupful of good stock of right thickness.
and simmer in this for ten minutes.
Potatoes Baked on Range.
Take out the onions with a split spoon
and keep them hot while you thicken
Potatoes may be baked on top of the
the gravy with a tablespoon of range. Place an asbestos mat on top
browned flour rubbed to a paste with of the range, and on this lay the pothe same amount of butter. Stir until tatoes, previously washed clean and
smooth and thick, add a teaspoon dried. Cover with a deep pan, and In
kitchen bouquet and one of good cat- one hour yau may eat a potato that
sup, with salt and pepper to taste, Is Just bursting with mealiness. Turn
and pour over the onions.
them around occasionally.
y

well-know-

hard-boile-

d

,

ul

one-thir-

one-thir-

d

two-third-

one-quart-

Corned Beef Gravy.
If your family always want gravy
on their potatoes if they can get It,
they can have It even with corned
beef. Take some of the liquor, not
too fat, thicken with flour and season
with a little pepper. Do not salt until
you taste it and see If necessary.
If the corned beef Is of good flavor
this makes an acceptable gravy.

When Starching Clothes.

Put Into the etarch a little soda to
keep it sweet, and a teaspoonful of

glycerin, which Imparts a dainty glost
to collars and cuffs. Clothes starched
with this mixture can stand for Si.
hours without the least danger of mil
,
dew.
If a glossy
ordinary lump

starch is added to the
etarch used for
darl-print-

the pieces may be easily lronei
on the right side without making an..
Headache Cure.
A teaspoonful of lemon Juice In a vtBlble change in the appearance o:
small cup of black coffee is a safe the material, which is noticeable when
Ironing dark red, blue and black print
remedy for bilious headache.
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NOME, WRECKED BY TIDAL WAVE, ASKS HELP
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This Is a view of Nome, Afaska, which waa devastated the other day by a tidal wave. Though few Uvea
were lost, 500 persons are homeless, damage amounting to $1,000,000 was done and Mayor Jones has Issued an
ofllelal appeal for help.
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THE GAMEOA

DIKE
CANAL BLOWN

OUT

STORM

SWEPT

KANSAS

CITY

Several Persons Injured, Houses
roofed and Barns Destroyed
by the Wind.

PANAMA
UP AS

SHIP BURNS AT SEA

Un-

ONE HUNDRED

IN

AND

THIRTY-FIV-

E

Kansas City. A rain, wind and
LOSE LIVES BY FIRE ON
lightning storm swept Kansas City at
VOLTURNA.
SCHEDULED.
9 p. m., developing out of what appeared to be a fall shower. In the
extreme southeastern portion the gale
BY DYNAMITE AND
DREDGES raged like a smnll tornado, wrecking BOATS SEIZED BY THE CREW
buildings and slightly injuring several
persons. The storm broke about 9
and raged for an hour.
o'clock
Fleet of Vessels Summoned by WireWaters of Gatun Lake Cutting Their
The tornado covered only a small
Way Into the Culebra Cut No
less Made Helpless by Storm-Resc- uers
square.
territory,
perhaps
ten
blocks
Succeeded in
Celebration Attends
Trees were blown down, littering the
Saving 521.
Event.
streets, windows smashed and outbodily away.
For " London. Not since the Titanic sank
Colon, Panama. With a deep roar buildings blown
twenty minutes householders were has Europe been so thrilled as by a
and a rumble, resembling heavy artll-lyertheir wireless" message, telling of the burnfiring at a distance, several worried for fear the roofs of themdwellings would be torn off and
ing of the steamship Volturno in
thousand pounds of dynamite in thirty
charges were exploded in the Uamboa selves killed.
with a loss so far as can be
(lilie, allowing the waters of Gatun TO TEACH CARE OF INFANTS ascertained at present of 135 lives and
lake to run through into Culebra cut.
the rescue of 521. The Burvlvors are
After the smoke and dust of the Real Babies Are to Be Used by Trained now aboard a fleet of steamers summoned by the Volturno's wireless call
heavy charge had cleared away,
Nurses In Demonstration Work
for help, some of which are bound
steam dredges were Immediately put
in Chicago.
eastward and others westward. The
to work dredging out the channel.
Volturno sailed from Rotterdam on
When this work is completed and the
Chicago. The care of infants will be October 2 for New York. According
water in Gatun lake has risen to a taught
Chicago's
of
in
fourteen
sufficient, height to flood Culebra cut schools, beginning next week. Real to the official statement she carried
first cabin passengers, 538
to a forty-fivfoot level, the Panama babies will be used in the demonstra- twenty-twcanal will be virtually ready for nav- tions. The classes will be in charge steerage and a crew numbering 90.
igation.
Helpless
of nurses from the health department,
Although the blowing up of the Gam-bo- a who will give instruction one hour two
The rescue ships reached the sceen
dike might be termed the final days a week. The new branch of ed- of the disaster in plenty of time to
step in the completion of the canal. ucation was recommended by the save all, but for hours stood by the
in that It removed the remaining bar school management committee of the blazing vessel, 'impotent because of
rier with the exception of the locks, board of education.
the storm to reach the agonized men,
it was devoid of any spectacular setwomen and children crowding the
ting. Several days ago the first water
of the ship and within a
Bomb Near King's Palace.
from Gatun lake was led into Culebra
Milan, Italy. A bomb was exploded stone's throw.
cut through pipes, this water acting near the royal palace and the arch
All night Thursday the life boats
as a cushion for the explosion. bishop's residence. No damage was made a desperate effort to get alongThe charges of dynamite were dis- done to the buildings, both of which side the Volturno, but the waves beat
tributed in such a manner as to mere- were unoccupied.
them back again and again, and not
ly loosen the material composing the
until the storm abated at daylight
Killed
Three.
Nebraska
Tornado
allowing
water
to
dike,
the
trickle
Friday did the rescuers succeed In reA
dispatch
from
Neb.
Norfolk,
through and cut Its own channel.
moving the survivors from the doomed
While the waters of Gatun lake now O'Nell, Neb., reports a tornado near ship.
persons
place
which
three
killed
that
flow north into the Atlantic and south
Liners Race to Rescue.
into the Pacific, much work yet re- and did great damage.
The steamer Carmania, bound from
mains to be done before heavy
New York for Liverpool, was seventy- draught vessels can be sent from one
TELEGRAPHIC BRIEFS
eight miles away when the call for
ocean to the other. Therefore, it
help sounded. Captain Rarr, ordering
would not be consistent, according to
David Graham Balrd, 38 years old, full steam, in spite of the gale, drove
Colonel Goethals, to make a spectacle known throughout the United States through
the seas at twenty knots an
of "the joining of the waters of the as a chess expert, Is dead at his home
hour and was first of the fleet to reach
everySo
Atlantic and the Pacific."
N. J.
the burning vessel. She was followed
' thing was quietly prepared and just in Elizabeth,
residing In the City of by the La Touralne, Minneapolis, RapForeigners
as. quietly executed. The spurts of Mexico are filled
with misgivings be- pahannock, Czar, Narragansett, Demud and silt thrown up by the exdispatch
of
cause
the
of all available vonian, Kroonland, Grosser Kurfurest
comso
are
plosion of giant blasts
troops
to
to
North
bar
the
the advance and Seydlitz at various hours throughmon on the canal, especially In the
out the day. But try as they might.
neighborhood of Culebra cut and of the rebels.
the rescuing vessels could get neither
Gatun lake, that no particular attenFifteen passengers were hurt when line nor lifeboat to
the Volturno, the
&
Northpaid
to
is
of
New
a
them.
i
Orleans
tion
four cars
part
of which was almost
forward
western train rolled down an embankhidden by a dense cloud of smoke
IN
PRISON ment near Wlnnesboro, La. None Is when the Carmania arrlced.
PUT DEPUTIES
believed to be mortally injured.
The latest accounts of the disaster
In the second game of the world's to the steamship Volturno, burned and
President Huerta of Mexico Objected
series a Philadelphia man fell dead' abandoned In midocean, confirm that
to a Resolution Passed by
when Baker struck out in the first the loss of life will be limited to
,
the Congress.
Inning and a New York man died about 130. The Carmania, first of the
,
The City of Mexico. One hundred when Mathewson made a hit in the rescuing ships to reach the burning
steamer, arrived off Queenstown, but
.and ten menrbers of the chamber of tenth inning.
deputies who had signed resolutions
Edward P. Metcalf, who resigned the owing to the gale proceeded to Fish
of warning to President Huerta as the presidency of the Atlantic National guard.
result of the disappearance of Dr. bank of Providence, R. I., twelve days
A graphic story by the solitary
lieliearo Dominguez, senator for Chla- - before It closed, has been arrested on survivor aboard the Carmania was
,pas, were arrested and put iu the an Indictment charging him with mis- received by wireless and presents
appropriation of $200,000 of the bank's a terrible picture of the horror, the
penitentiary.
panic and confusion aboard the burnFive other deputies who signed the funds.
By the closest vote of the session, ing liner. Walter Trlntepohl, a Ger
resolution were absent when a cordon
of troops was thrown about the legis 111 to 106, the House voted to recede man, who tells the story, however. Is
lative building and several hundred from Its conference disagreement and clearly suffering from the stress of
to concur In the Senate amendment in illness and awful experiences and his
soldiers Invaded the chamber.
The deputies took their arrest calm the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation story Is too incoherent to be accepted
ly, making no protest, but many were bill, which provides for the removal of In every detail.
pale and showed their agitation plain deputy internal revenue collectors and
Crew Panic Stricken.
ly. After all had been arrested, Fran deputy marshals from civil service
The crew of the Volturno, mostly
regulations.
police,
secret
Cisco Chavez, chief of the
Belgians and Germans, stampeded to
entered the chamber and announced
The Russian flagship Taymir and put Into effect the primitive law of
that the president bad ordered the its consort, the Waygatch, which con the survival of the fittest when that
arrest of all except the Catholic mem stitute a Russian polar expedition un- liner, burning in midocean, became
bers, who might go to their homes.
der Commander Wllitsky, which left doomed late last Thursday night.
Vladivostok June 10 of this year,
r
When the order to lower the lifeBig Balloon Race Starts.
reached St. Michael storm-bounOcto boats came, women and children were
persons
as
9,
ber
and brought to that port news pushed aside by sailors half crazed
Paris. Half a million
sembled in the' Tuilerles Gardens, the of the discovery to the nprth of Si with fear.
surrounding parks and avenues saw berla, in latitude 81 north, longitude
Instead of quieting the , passengers
104 east, of a new uninhabited mouu
the start of the race for the
they made the panic worse, accord-ncup.
talnoui land, possibly a continent'
aeronautic
to the story of a survivor,
y
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Presumption.
Right Man.
Seth Lowe, the president of the Na"So plain, outspoken, domineering
tional Civlo Federation, said In New Kate Is married at last? Well, well!"
York the other day of an article
"Yes; she marrleod a drummer."
gainst arbitration:
"A man used to taking orders. Ah,
"The author of that article shows that's very fortunate."
an amazing degree of Ignorance. He
shows presumption, too. He Is like
Force of Habit.
little Willie Budd.
"Why the noise?"
"A man rang the bell at Willie
"The barker Is shaving himself?"
Budd's house one day, and Willie
"But why the argument?"
aged, eight, answered it.
"He1 is trying to persuade himself
to have a shampoo.'
"'Is Mr. Budd in?' said' the man.
"Tm Mr. Budd,' said Willie; or do
Not Much Light.
you want toeee old Mr. Budd?'"
Secretary Bryan at a luncheon in
Washington said of a man who
through simulated modesty, had deFACE
PIMPLES ALL-OVEclined an important and useful office:
R
"So he wants to hide his light un1413 E. Genessea Ave., Saginaw,
Mich. "Cutlcura Soap and Ointment der a bushel, eh? Then perhaps the
cured me of a very bad disease of the country la just as well oft without his
face without leaving a scar. Pimples services."
The secretary smiled and added:
broke out all over my face, red and
"When a man talks of hiding his
large. They festered and came to a
head. They Itched and burned and light under a bushel I, usually think
caused me to scratch them and make that a thimble would answer the pursores. They said they were seed pose just as well."
warts. At night I was restless from
Mrs. Wlnslow'g BoothlnR Syrup for Children
itching. When the barber would teethingr,
soften the (ruins, reduce lutlamm.
my
terriface would bleed
shave me
tlon,llay pain.curaa wind eollc,86c a bottle.Mt
bly. Then scabs would form afterwards, then they would drop off and
And He Shows Wisdom.
seed warts would come
When a man's enemies make a disthe
back again. They were on my face play of friendship he always wonders
for about nine months and the trou- what he has that they want.
ble caused disfigurement while it
lasted.
"One day I read In the paper of the
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment. I received a free sample of Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment and it was so much
value to me that I bought a cake of
Cutlcura Soap and a box of Cutlcura
Ointment at the drug store. I used
both according to directions. In about
ten days-- my face began to heal up.
My face is now clear of the warts and
and thus prove that your
not a scar is left." (Signed) LeRoy
liver is working properly.
C. O'Brien, May 12, 1913.
is always the person
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
with a "lazy liver" that is
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address post
downhearted, blue and
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
despondent.
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His Last Visit.
She had seen some springs, also remembered some summers, bad known
a variety of winters, and had a few
hard autumns. The young man who
was coming round seemed to be serious, but slow, so she said:
"I want to show you my rings.
Papa has given me ote on each of
my birthdays."
She exhibited about
twenty rings. "Now," she said, airily,
"you can't guess my birthday?"
"Oh, yes I can. It's February 29!"
He never called again.

)

Cheer up
help the liver and bowels
in their work by taking

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

and you have the secret

to health and happiness.
Take a bottle home today.

a)

U.

From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.

-

Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain. Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound ? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.

From Mrs. HENRY IIEAVHillT, Cadiz, Ohio.
Fort Worth, Texas. "I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and derived great benefit from its use. It carried ma
safely through the Change of Life when I was in bad health. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I waa
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried other
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
I took the Compound and I have had no return of my old complaints.
I always praise your remedies to weak women." -- Mrs. ILEKar
ILlavilin, R. F. D. No. 6, Cadiz, Ohio.

From Mrs. EDWARD B. IIILBERT, Fleetwood, Pa.

Fleetwood, Pa. "During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
be around at alL I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and
nervous that I had no rest at night. The flashes of heat were so bad
sometimes that I did not know what to do.
" One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegel
table Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. I am
that I followed my friend's advice, and 1 Bhall recommend lb
as long as I livei Before I took the Compound I was always sickly
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. You may
publish my letter." Mrs. Edward li. Hilbkbt, Fleetwood, Pa.
very-thankfu-

From Mrs. F. P. MULLENDORE, Munford, Ala.

Munford, Ala. u I was so weak and nervous while passing through
the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail
on all the gates for I could not stand to have a gate slam.
rubber
u I also had backache and a fullness in my stomach. I noticed
that
Lydia K Pinkham's Vegetable ujmpouna was
for such cases and I 6ent and got a bottle.
on taking it and
did.1 me so much good that I kept
It
.
it- .A
X.,
I. ..11
nl.im T
all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Mullen- - 17
II
V
nnnv Mnnfnml Ala.
Write to LYDIA E.PISJTHAM MEDICINE CO.
r
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(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.. foradvice.
Your lfittar will I ouened. read and answered
Its m woman aua ueid la strict oouuaence.
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"On forty dollars a mont'iT 1
spend more'n that on champagne.
Here you Miss Jesse, who's payin for
this you? Who keeps you, eh. Miss
Prune
and prisms? Shamed of my
bein' a lady, eh? I am a lady, ton, and
don't you forget It. And now, git out
of my home."
I struck
of
a match to the
paper flowers, heaped on the
pictures, the paper fans, the
rocker chairs, and elung the coal-oi- l
lamp into the flames; then while she
tore my shoulder with her teeth. I
carried her to my tent. "That's your
home now," I said, "the home of an
I said, "and If
honest working-man,another tough defiles my home, I'll kill
you."
gathered the
The
the neighbors, but Fhe had no use for
neighbors. Only they seen the line
I drew in the dust around that tent,
the dead-line- .
Afterward if any man
came near that line, she'd scream.
But she'd taught me to drink, an' I
drank, day after day, night after night.
while she eat frightened in the tent.
moaning when I came. Only when she
was cured could I get work, not while
I had to watch all day, all night
She swore she loved me. she vowed
that she'd repented, and I believed until she claimed religion. I'd seen her
breed of religion. I'd rather have her
atheist than shamming. She would
keep straight, and be my faithful wife
if I'd quit drinking, if I'd only take
her away. But she'd married me for
a joke, and false as a cracked bell
she'd chime out lines and lies, knowing ns I knew that if she'd ever been
the thing she claimed, I'd comr into
her life too late. How could she be
the mother of my children, when I
drank, and sold my ponies to buy
liquor, for there was no way out.
And by the time I'd only Tiger left,
one night came Bull to find me just
as dusk was falling. I was drunk,
too, scarce knowing what he said, just
telling him to shut up and have a
drink. Polly's bin hurt? Well, that's
all right have rye Polly's been Bhot?
That's good, we'd all have drinks. Was
she dead?
Sho was dead.
And I was sober then as I am now,
"Murdered?" I asked.
"JesBe, she shot herself."
"Is that so?"
"Through the brow above the eyec
Come, Jesse."
Next thing I was standing in the
tent door, and it was so dark inside I
had to strike a match. The sulphur
tip burned blue, the wood flared, and
for that moment, bending down, t seen
the black dark hole between the eyes,
the smear of drying blood. Then the
match went out, and I that was
enough.
I gave Bull what I'd left, to pay for
burial.
Then I was riding Tiger all alone,
with my shadow drawin' slowly out
ahead as the moon waned.
lng.
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house-warmin-

SYNOPSIS.
The etory open wltli Jesae Bmtth relating tlie story of his birth, early life In
I.abrador and of the death of li In father.
Jesse becomes a nailor. His mother marries the master of the ship Hnd both are
lost In the wreck of the vessel. Jesse
becomes a cowboy In Texea.

CHAPTER III. Continued.
. Yes, when I looks back on them

ra-

dium nights entertainments along
with Bull Durham, I see now what a
success they was In learning me to
ride. "What you need," says he, "Is
confidence. Got to forget mere matters of habeas corpus, and how your
toes point, and whether you're looking
pretty. Just trust you" horse to pull
through, so that you ain't caught In
the flower of youthful innocence, and
hung on the nearest telegraph pole."
Once I been to a theater, irnd seen
a play. Thar's act one, with fifteen
minutes hoping for act two. Tbar's
act after act till you just has to fill
up the times between with injun
until act five, when all the
ladles and gents is shot or married.
It Just cayn't go on. So the aujience
ays, "Let's go'n have a drink," and
the band goes off for a drink, and the
lady with the programs tells you to
get to hell out of that.
It's all over. The millionaire Lord
Bishop of Durham la only HulUff father-in-laBull's not exactly a cow-boyet but assists his mother, Mrs.
Brooke, who is chef at a ranch.- -- Bull
won't be quite popular with his mother for having gorgeous celebrations
with the hundred dollars she'd give
him to payoff a little debt. I'd better
not come to the ranch after leading
mummie's boy astray from the paths
of virtue.
There's the dust of Bull's horses
way off along the road, and me settln'
down by the wayside. A dog sets
down In his skin, tail handy for wagging, all his possessions around him.
I ain't even got no tail.
y
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The Labrador was good to me, the
sea was better, the Btock range wall,
I'd four years punching cows, and I'm
most surely grateful.
The world in them days was peopled
with only two species, puncher an'
tenderfoot, the last bein' made by miss
belonged
take. Moreover, we
to two sects, our outfit, and others of
no account And In our outfit, this
Jesse person which is me, laid claims
on being best man, having a pair of
gold mounted spurs won at cyards
from Pleface, our old foreman. I'd
rolled candle, double-riCheyenne of
carved leather, and silver horn, a
dandy saddle that, first prize for "rope
and tie down" again all comers.
Gun, belt, quirt, bridle, hat, gloves,
everything, my whole kit was silver
mounted and everything in it a trophy of trading, poker, or fighting. Besides my string of ponies I'd Tiger,
an entire black colt I'd broke though
I own he was far from convinced
Add a good pay-daIn my off hind
pocket, and d'ye think I'd own tip to
them twelve apostles for uncles? D'ye
know what glory is? Wall, I suppose
It mostly consists of being young
Time I speak of, our outfit had
turned over three thousand head of
to the Circle S and rode
right Into Abilene. Thar we was to
take the train for our home ranch
down south, and I hoped to get back
to my dog pup Rockyfeller. And yet
I'd never before been on a railroad,
and dreaded the boys would find out
how scared I was of trains.
I lit In Abilene with a blush, and
Just stood rooted while a guy selling
gold watches reads my name graved
on the saddle, and then addresses me
as Mister Smith. Old Pleface,. scared
for my morals, did kick this person
sudden and severe, 'but all the same
that Mister went to my head.
The smell of Indoors made my stomach flop right over while we ranged
up brave at the bar for a first drink.
The raw rye felt like flames, though
the preserved cherry afloat in it tasted
familiar, like soap. At the same time
t
the sight of a gambling
made
my pocket twitch, and I'd an inward
conviction telling me this place ain't
good for kids. It's the foreman sent
me off with a message.
I rolled my tail, and curved off with
Tiger to take In the sights of the town.
He shied heaps, and It's curious to
think why he objected to
awniitgxi lamp-posteven to a barm-les- s
pift'son lyiugtdrunk.
Then a railroad engine snorted ia our face, to
cow-boy-

Tiger and me was plumb stampeded
up a little side street. It's thar that
he bucks Jo r all he's worth, because
of a kneeling man with a straw hat
and a punctured soul, praying abundant. Of course this penitent turned
round to enjoy the bucking match
and sure reveals the face of my old
friend! Hull Durham. We hadn't met
for years, so as Boon as Tiger was
tired, Bull owned to finding the Lord,
and being stony busted, ask if I was
saved. I Been he'd got 'em bad, and
shared my wad of money level with
him. So we had cigars, a pound of
chocolate creams, an oyster stew, and
he bought a bottle of patent medicine
for his liver. We shared that, and
went on, he walking by my stirrup to
the revival meetings.
This revival was happening at a
barn, so I rode in. Tiger, you see,
needed religion bad, and when people
tried to turn him out, he kicked them.
You should just have heard what the
preacher told the Lord about me, and
all the congregation groaned at me
being bo young and fair, with stiver
harness, and the hottest prospects
just as Pleface always said when I
was late for breakfast.
They had a great big wooden cross
upon the dais, and somehow, I dunno
why, that made me feel ashamed. A
girl in a white dress was singing
"Rock of Ages" oh, most beautiful,
her arms thrown round the cross, the
hair about her like a glory.
The sight of girls went to my head
like liquor, and this one was surely
good with her
hair, her
cheeks flushed 'cause I stared, her
sulky lips rebuking when I throwed a
eyes
kiss, her yellow-browOh, had I really washed behind my
r
ears? Suppose I'd got
marks!
Was my hands I whipped
off my gloves to Inquire. That's what's
the matter, sure. Got to make good
before bein' introduced. Got to get a
I Bwung,
spurred
"ove on Tiger.
with one spring through the doors,
yelled "Injuns" and stampeded, scat-terigravel and panic through Abilene. I just went like one man for
our cook wagon down by the railroad
corrals.
Now, for all the shaving-glascould
Bee, I was nice an' clean, but then
tbat mirror has small views, and I'm
not taking risks, but stripped and
scrubbed all over. The place was so
durned public I blushed from nose to
heels till I was dressed again, shining
my hair and boots. Then I procured
Bilk scarf
an extra special, cherry-red- .
out of the wrangler's kit.
Some of our boys made friendly
signs as I passed on my way back, and
sun-brig-

sun-brig-

n

high-wate-

s

g

sign-boxrd-

despised all the religion
I'd seen, the bigots It made, an' the
cowards. I'd rather burn with the
goats than bleat among the sheep
even now.
"Oh, that's all right, then," she sal
as though she answered me, and frank
as a man she gave her hand to shake.
"Good stunt of mine, eh?" Although
I own I'd like to have that cross
how

I

In

stage-managed-

She passed the weather, admired Tiger, talked Browns and Jones with
Bull, turning her back on me, asked
him to supper, walked off with him.
s
an' that's all.
throw'd in
may feel like I did tnen.
the
Nobody loved me, 'cept our pony
herd, lnquirln' piteous for food an'
water. Our boys, of course, was drunk
by then, Just sleepin' whar they'd fell,
bo I was desolate as a moonlit
ridin' herd with my night horse
whar Polly's little home glowed lights
across the prairie. I seen Bull and the
preacher leave there toward midnight,
walkin' sort of extravagant into town.
The lights went out. Then times I'd
take, some sleep, or times ride herd
guarding her little house, till the cold
came, till the dawn broke, till the sun
came up.
It was half past breakfast when I
seen Bull again, on his knees like yesup loud prayers,
terday,
which made me sick. "Rehearsln',"
says he, " 'cause Polly's struck, and
I'm to be chief mourner."
He was my only chance of moetin'
Miss Polly, when a guy comes butting
into our conversation. He'd ruffed
sleeves to his pants, and was all
dressed saucy, standing straddle, aiming to Impress. "Oh, whar's my gun?"
says Bull.
This person owned to being a gentleman, with a strong English accent.
He'd 'undreds of 'orses at 'ome In
'Ammersmith, but wanted to own an
'ack 'ere, don'tcherknow.
So Bull lifts up his eyes to Heaven,
praying, "Oh, don't deliver us from
temptation yef!" Whereas. I confided
with this person about Bull being far
gone in religious mania. I owned Eull
right though, about my bein' a sailor,
f
timid ith 'orses; and he seen for
the way I was riding my Sam
'orse somethin' dreadful. Told me I'd
ought to 'old my 'ed 'lgh instead of
'umplng. It's In toes, down 'eels,
young feller, an' don't be 'ard on the
bally hanimal. He'd gimme lessons
only I was frightened, but out aways
from town the ground was softer for
falling, an' I gained courage. Happens
I
Miss Polly's house was opposite.
scrambled down ungainly, shoved a
pebble In along Sam's withers, and let
this gent explain just how to set an
'unter. You 'olds 'is 'ed,
placin' the 'and on the 'orn of the
saddle, so. Then hup! That pebble
done the rest.
Now, It's partly due to this 'ere entertainment, and the diamond ring I
gave her, that Miss Polly began to
perceive me with the naked eye, and
said I might come to supper.
And that evening was most surely
wonderful, In a parlor all antimacassars and rocker chairs with pink bows.
There was champagne wine, the little
.cigarettes with dreams inside, and a
bottle no bigger'n my thumb smellin'
so fierce it well-nigblew my head off.
Oli, It was all bo elegant and high-tonethat I got proud of being allowed indoors.
Her people was real society, her
poppa an army general, ruined by the
war, her mother prime Virginian. But
then she'd gone on the stage, so there
was mean suspicions.
I hold suspicion to be a form of
meanness when it touches women. My
mother would have shied at naked ladles, and dad was powerful again cigarettes. As for the smell, so fierce it
had to be bottled, I'll own up I was
shocked. But then you see mother
and dad, an' me being working people,
was not supposed to feel the
senses which belongs with
wealth. It's not for grade stock like
me to set up as Judge on thoroughbreds, or call a lady immoral for using
a spoon whar I should need a sbovel
So It happened tbat in them days,
while I rode guard upon Miss Polly,
ho man in Abilene could steak to her,
or mention her name to me until I
give him leave. She got to be known
as Sailor Jesse's kill, and any person
touching on my kill was apt to require
a funeral.
It was the seventh day she married
me. I know, because Bull, acting as
beat man, claimed a kiss, which she
gave him. "Bull," says she, "didn't
I bet you I'd marry Sailor Jesse with
Egg-shell-

ash-hea-
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dog-how-

his-sel-
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long-horn-

Yelled "Injuns!" and 8tampeded.
fired a few shots after me for luck,
but I'd no time to play. I joined the

revival meeting just as- - the hat came
round, so penitent sinners making
for the door, came back to stay and
pay because of Tiger. I gave Bull ten
dollars to hand to the hat, only he
passed it Into his own pocket. He
seemed annoyed, too, saying, "Waste
not, want not." Then he explained
only paid Mis Elhow tbje
lis fifty dollars a day, whereas he was
making hundreds.
Just then she- passed, and I got In"Say, Polly," says Bull,
troduced.
"here's Sailor Jesse wants to get acquainted."
She stopped, sort of Impatient for
supper, and velvet-sof- t
her voice, full
of contempt.
"Another damned suppliant?" .she
asked, and Bull was holding a light
for her cigarette. "Is it saved?" she
added.
I couldn't speak. , I wanted to tell
fire-esca-
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You owe me twenty
I saw the Joke was on in a

a week

dol-

lars."
pure as any
I came to marriage
bear, or wolf, or fox, expecting to find
my mate the same as me, getter and
giver of life, true to the earth, and
fearless in doin' right.
Folks said I was young to marry at
nineteen, but full nine years I'd
earned my living, fought my way, and
done my share of making happiness.
I'd been served with a mouth full
wide enough for laughin', a face which
made folks smile when I was sad, eyes
to see fun, the heart to take a joke
if any offered, and when"things hurt, I
wasn't first to squeal. No: as long as
the joke was on me I done my best to
take it like a man.
But suppose Well, Fd best explain
that the English tenderfoot was at our
wedding breakfast, and gettin' encour
aged, he put up his best prize Joke.
He was all hoo, hoo, hoo at first, so
funny he couldn't speak, the fellows
waitin' each with his grin gettin' stale,
and Polly laughing just to encourage
him on. Then wprds got out which
made the boys uneasy. Jake Haffer-ing- ,
the Bar T foreman, told the hog
to shut up, while others moved to get
clear. I was sort of stupid, wanting
the point explained, couldn't beleve
it possible the joke was on my wife,
although I'd rose by then, with gun
hand free. Then I saw, but the room
seemed dark, and the tenderfoot all
indistinct, backing away, and reaching
slovenly for weapons, while my bullet smashed in his shoulder. It Blued
him around as he dropped.
It was old Jake of the Bar T who
spoke out then, and spoke straight.
"My boy," Bays he, "put up your
gun. That's right. This here tenderfoot is bleedin' by spurts, arterial.
Bull, see if Doc Stuart is sober." Bull
ran for the doctor. "Only a tenderfoot," Bays Jake, "Insults a
wife which is death from natural
causes. Ma'am," he wagged his finger
at Polly, " 'tain't long since you come
among us. 'Tain't more'n a day since
you told me and others present that
you was marryin' for fun. You laughed
at warnings, and this here Jesse
have shot the man who warned him.
You are ajady, and this boy you married for fun, is goin' to see you treated
as a lady. I own he got rattled ffrBt
nhot, missing this tenderfoot's heart,
which ain't up to overage practice;
but it's time you began to see the
point of the joke."
They took the tenderfoot away, and
we were alone, me watching the pool
of red blood turning brown. Polly
sat drumming tunes on the table, her
face turned white, staring out through
the window at the noon heat of the
plains. I remember I took a bottle of
champagne wine, filled a big gcblet,
and drank it off. It made me laugh to
think she'd taught me drinking, so I
had another. "I see," says Poliy, "I
understand now." At that she began
to scream.
I should have told you, that after
our boys of the Flying Zee quit Abi
lene, I pitched a little A tent on the
prairie back of Polly's house. Thar
I could see my ponies at grass, and
snuff the air clear of that stinking
town.
But from the time I moved into the
house, thar was something disturbing
my nose something uneasy oh, I
don't know what It was, back of all
house smells, which gave me a sense
of evil, so I could hardly bear to stay
indoors.
Comin' from town one night she'd
sent me there I seen a man's shadow
cross the parlor blind. I fired, missing,
a fool's act, for it warned him, and
gave him time. The lamp was out be
fore I reached the house, and Polly
with some hysterics getting In my
cow-boy-
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CHAPTER V.

'

The Burning Bush.
Among the Indians, before a boy
gets rated warrior, he goes alone afoot,
naked, starvin' thirsty, way off to tho
back side of the desert. Thar he just
waits, , suns, weeks, maybe a whole
moon, till the Big Spirit happens to
catch his eye. Then the Big Spirit
shows him a stick, or a stone, or any
sort of triflin' common thing, which

It Slued Him Around as He Dropped.
is to be his medicine, his wampum,
the charm which guards him, hunting, or in war.
Among them Bible Indians you'll remember a feller called Moses, out at
the back side of the desert, seen the
Big Spirit In a burning bush. Later
his tribe set up a medicine lodge, and
the hull story's mighty natural.
This Indian life explains a lot to
men like me.
Many And peace in death, only a
few In life, and I found peace thai" in
the wilderness, the very medicine of
torn souls, freBh from the hand of the
Almighty Father.

way.

it woman t be sense to show a
match guiding the stranger's aim, or
to stand against a window, or make
sounds. Rather I stood right still, and
after a while Polly surprised herself
into a dead silence. I couldn't hear
I
that man, or feel, or seex him
sensed him. Can't explain that no,
You just feel If a man stares hard. I
fired at that. Then Polly, of course
went off Into all sorts of fits.
Next morning I tracked blood sign
to the hospital. Seems a young per
son from the bank had took to conjur
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ing and swallowed lead.
1
It was still before breakfast that
Is Such Economy UnvwUe?
told Polly to pack her dunnagfe, cause
The low cost of living Is dangvroOB.
we was moving out from Abilene. I A fellow who boasted tbat he spent
claimed I could earn enough to keep but two cents a day has been murmy wife without her needing to go dered by acquaintances who inferred
out Into society.
he bad money In his stocklne. Fulla-pay?" she said tough delshta Ledger,
"On cow-bo-
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Old People Need

FAMOUS DOCTOR'S
A PRESCRIPTION.

A Bowel Stimulant

Tha Ideal One Is a Mild Laxative- Tonic That Will Keep the Dowels
Gently Active.

Destruction of Real Money

I'M

;,

fWsPEPSl

fATARRHOrSTOMAf

$1,600,-000,00-

Jealousy.
"Is young Mrs. Mudge Jealous?"
"1 should say so!
She will hardly
let her husband use the telephone because she thinks 'Hello, Central!'
Bounds so offhand and familiar.'

"CASCARETS"

FOR

SLUGGISH LIVER
No sick

having
WASHINGTON. After like
in real money since May, 1912,
Miss Louise Leeter of the treasury department still likes her Job, although
it is a "meijRy" one, andahopes to keep
at it for some time to come.
Mias Leeter is a member of the com
mittee on the destruction of mutilated
money. Her fellow members on the
committee are Messrs. U. L. Adams,
chairman; J. N. Flte and William M.
Meredith.
Every day shortly after nine o'clock
in the morning a big automobile truck
backs up, to the treasury and takes
aboard six or eight trunks. Every one
of the trunks contain half a million or
more of dollars in real money, the
bills being cut In halves.

headache, sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
by morning.

0

Is

a "Messy"

Job

Accompanying the truck Is a carriage from the bureau of engraving
and printing. Into this climb , Mr.
Adame and Miss Lester. At least two
members of the committee must keep
the money In sight at all times.
Upon arriving at the bureau the
trunks full of money are taken to the
macerating machines. The mutilated
money is dumped by Miss Lester and
other members of the committee Into
four large Iron funnels, which convey
it into the macerating machines below. The latter are huge revolving
cylinders lined with angle parts which
tear the bills to pieces.
With the completion of the feeding
procesev bucketfuls of soda ash and
This
unslaked lime are poured in.
takes the color out. Then the machines are set In motion and grind
away for twenty-fou- r
hours. The gray
pulp matter then goes into another machine and is made into sheets. Most
of the pulp Is converted Into pasteboard, the government receiving $40
a ton from a New York contractor for
the pulp.
"While my work is somewhat 'messy' 4t Is interesting and does not grow
monotonous, said Miss Lester.

They Play the Fake Game in the Same Old Way

trick is being
Get a
box now.
THE old "pocketbook"
regular
considerable
with
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour ity in Washington. The police suspect
stomach and foul gases turn them that a clever pair of negro men are
out
and keep them out with responsible for a ruse which was
worked on Emma Davis, a negro womCascarets.
Millions of men and women take a an of 1222 Walter street southeast,
Cascaret now and then and never the other afternoon, and on another
know the misery caused by a lazy negro woman a week before.
Emma reported to the police of the
liver, clogged bowels or an upeet stomCrst precinct that about 3:30 o'clock
ach.
Don't put In another day of distress. in the afternoon two well dressed neLet Cascarets cleanse your stomach; gro men who were walking Just in
remove the sour, fermenting food; front of her, near the corner of Tenth
take the excess bile from your liver street and Pennsylvania avenue northand carry out all the constipated west, suddenly stooped down and
waste matter and poison in the picked up a pocketbook from the. sidewalk.
bowels. Then you will feel great.
Making sure that Emma was in a
A Cascaret
straightens you
out by morning. They work while position where she could see what
you sleep.
A
box from was going on, they opened the find
any drug store means a clear head, and disclosed to Emma's wondering
weet stomach and clean, healthy liver gaze a quantity of bills of large de
and bowel action for months. Chil- nominations. Then the men became
dren love Cascarets because they confidential, Emma told the police,
and took her Into their secret They
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
had Just found the pocketbook, they
told her, and it contained (100. Now,
They Passed On.
"Look at the dorg chewing grass." as she had seen them find It, she was
entitled to a third of it, and they were
"Wot's de matter wit' him?"
"Dunno, but he can't inveigle me in not going to cheat her out of her right
side de fence. I never seen a dorg
yet dat wus a vegetarian.'

Healthy old age is so absolutely de
pendent upon the condition of the bowels that great car should be taken to
see that they act regularly. The fact
is that as age advances the stomach
muscles become weak and inactive and
the liver "does not store up the Juices
that are necessary to prompt digestion.
Some help can be obtained by fating
easily digested foods and by plenty of
exercise, but this latter is. irksome to
most elderly people. One thing is cer
tain, that a state of constipation should
always he avoided, as it is dangerous
to life and health. The best plan is
to take a mild laxative as often as is
deemed necessary. But with equal certainty It is suggested that cathartics,
purgatives, physics, salts and pills be
avoided, as they do but temporary good
and are so harsh as to be a shock to a
delicate system.
A much better plan and one that
thousands of elderly people are following, is to take a gentle laxative-toni- c
like Dr. CaldwaJl's Syrup PepBln, which
acts as nearly like nature as is possiblo.
In fact, the tendency of this remedy
is to strengthen the stomach and bowel
muscles and so train them to act naturally again, when medicines of all
kinds can usually be dispensed with.
This Is the opinion of many people of
different ages, among them Mrs. Mary
A. P. Davidson of University Mound
Home, Saii Francisco, Cal. She is 78
and because of her sedentary habits

I
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Representative

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years
Children Cry for Fletcher's Sastori.
They are never alone that are
by noble thoughts. Sir
Philip Sidney.

Why Old Backs Ache
What a pity that so many persons past
middle age are worried with lame backs,
aching kidneys, poor eyesight, sick headache, dizziness, gravel, dropsy or distressing urinary ills. Kidney weakness
brings these discomforts in youth or age
and is a dangerous thing to neglect, for it
leads to Bright's disease and uric acid
poisoning. Dean's Kidney Pills have
brought new strength to thousands of
lame backs have rid thousands of
annoying urinary trouble.

An Arktniu Case
C. A. Hendricks,
" Brer Pietnrt f?"
Rose
Hill,
De
TViie a Story." CJ ,
1 Queen, Ark., lays:
.

REPRESENTATIVE

Bird

You Know,

kidneys
were weakened.
I
suffered
a treat
deal from kidney

disorder and I bad
travel. I took all
kinds of medicine,
but found no relief until I used
Doan's Kidney
'

Pills.
cured

Two boxes
me snd I
haven't
suffered
since."
Aay
Store. 80s a Bos
Cat Dom's at

DOAN'S

FOSTER MILBURN CO

,V.DLNLVr
BUFFALO. N. Y.

PREVENTION"
better than cure. Tutt's Pills If taken In tins
are mmt ealy a rcsaady for, but will prevent
SICK HEADACHE,
Mlaasaesa, eonstlpaUoa and kindred diseases,

TbH's Pills
W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.

42-1-

91

J.

Km ex.

SEEMS there is a business man on
ITPennsylvania
avenue named Adama.

CO LT DISTEMPER
iad
mnti

Murnrnii

y

WAS PAYING
ful portion of the

treasure trove.

Then a difficulty arose, Emma said,
when the men found that they could
not divide the money in three equal
parts without more mouey to put with
When Emma was asked If she had
any money she trustingly i gave the
men $7, she said. Even with this
amount It was Impossible to split the
money correctly, the men told her,
and directed her to wait a moment
while they went over to a lunchroom
to get some more change.
Emma waited for about 20 minutes
Then she stepped across the street to
the station house and told the police
what had occurred. A lookout was
sent out for the men, whose descttV
tlons were given.

Tells

This

One
l

teresting

"Surest Thing

From
had continual bowel trouble.
the day she began taking Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin she has had no
further inconvenience and naturally
she is glad to say kind things of this
remedy.
A bottle can be bought of any druggist at fifty cents or one dollar. People
usually buy the fifty cent size first, and
then, having convinced themselves of
its merits, they buy the dollar size,
which is more economical. Results are
always guaranteed or money will be
Elderly persons of both
refunded.
sexes can follow these suggestions
with every assurance of good results.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 Washington St., Montlcello, 111. A postal
card with your name and address on
it will do.

,laee.

BIRD M'GUIRH

Injured

"I was
and my

4a.

McGuire

some very inamong the
constituents
Osages. These Indians are great
friends of the representative and he
in turn Is a warm admirer of their
sterling honesty and faithful adherence to the truth.
McGuire tells a funny thing on a
lawyer out in his state. This man
was the leading counsel for a big corporation, a great blowhard and about
the most pompous Individual on earth.
But he had a peculiar way of wheezing when talking or laughing and the
Indians had noticed this. It 1b one of
the Indian customs to give persons
some name denoting their peculiarities; what we would call in English
a nickname. And they bestowed on
the pompous individual one about as
long as your arm and as sonorous as
a preacher on a hot afternoon.
One day the pompous one was walking down the streets of a town and

MARY A. P. DAVIDSON

Omi be bandied Trf easrlrr. The si ok are eared,
all other la
tmma fttabiaV nn matter haw
Dosed." kept from haTlna the dl
by nelng bPUUNH LIQUID DISTEMPER CUK6. Give OS
i."Wthe tongue, or in fend. Act on the blood and ex pete germa of
all formi of distemper. Bout remedy ever known for mares In (oaL
One bottle fTUArmnttwd to cure one obvm. boeandtl at botUet e byimj
VtOdoiAD or arugffint and narneaa ceaiera. or wnt expreee paid br
how to oouHtne throe ta. Our free
lufaetnrera.
Cut
wanted, laartrert ellins!
Local
ikletartvMeTarrthlnir.
mti
tfe
tv bone remedy lnexlsteoo-twi- Te
rear.
POHN MEDICAL CO., CbmhtssBdliiliiliiiiWi, OoahwA. Ind U.S. A
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SECOND

DEBT

Little Incident That Well Illustrates
the Way of the World In
Such Cases.

"I was walking down the street
with a friend of mine the other morning," relates a man who Is more than
ordinarily observant. "And on our way
me met another man, who was evidently acquainted with my friend. My
I
friend addressed him .cordially,
thought. But I said nothing about It.
"The next morning I again walked
down town with the same friend. And TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
again we met the man we had met
the day before. This time it waa he
HAIR STOPS FALLING
who spoke cordially, and my friend
Indeed, my
who answered coldly.
friend came 'Very near to cutting him Girls! Try Thlst Makes Hair Thick,
dead. Thle time I needed an explanaGlossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
tion of the mystery.
More Itching Scalp.
" 'Are you paying him back for his
coldness of yesterday?" I asked.
".'No, answered my friend. 'You see
Within, ten minutes after an appliI have owed him money for some time. cation of Danderine you cannot find a
And last night I paid it."
jingle trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
High Finance.
will please you most will be after a
"Say, Binks."
few weeks' use, when you see flew '
"What is it?"
hair,
fine and downy at first yes but
you
pay
$10,
me
you'll
I'll
loan
"If
really
new hair growing all over the
five on that amount I already owe
scalp.
you."
A little Danderine Immediately douis the motive power bles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
that requires the least oil.
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
and carefully draw it
Yes, Alonzo, it's better to have poor Danderine
through your hair, taking one small
relations than to be one.
strand at a time. The effect is amaz-ln- g
your hair will be light, fluffy and
A FOOD DRINK
wavy, and have an appearance
of
Which Brings Dally Enjoyment.
abundance; an incomparable luster,
A lady doctor writes:
softness and luxuriance.
"Though busy hourly with my own
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
affairs, I will not deny myself the pleasure of taking a few minutes to tell of Danderine from any store, and prove
my enjoyment daily obtained from my that your hair is as pretty and soft
morning cup of Postura. It is a food as any that it has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment that's
beverage, not an irritant like coffee.
"I began to use Postum 8 years ago, all you surely can have beautiful hair
not because I wanted to, but because and lots of it if you will Just try a litcoffee, which I dearly loved, made my tle Danderine. Adv.
nights long, weary periods to be dread'
ed and unfitting me for business during
His Motive.
the day.
"Why did Nero set fire to Rome?"
"On advice of a friend, I first tried
"Because he wanted to awaken
Postum, making it carefully as sug some
'
burning enthuslasni."
gested on the package. As I had al
ways used 'cream and no sugar.'
To Absorb Dampness.
mixed my Postum so. It looked good,
A quantity of quicklime put Into a
was clear and fragrant, and it was a
pleasure to see the cream color it as damp cupboard for a few days will abmy Kentucky friend wanted her cof- sorb the dampness.
fee to look 'like a new saddle.'
"Then I tasted It critically, for I had
tried many 'substitutes' for coffee. I Foley Kidney Pills Relieve
was pleased, yes, satisfied with my promptly the suffering due to wek, inPostum in taste and effect, and am yet, active kidney and painful bladder action.
being a constant user of it all these They offer a powerful help to nature
years. I continually assure my friends in building up tha true excreting kidand acquaintances that they will like It ney tissue, in restoring normal action
in place of coffee, and receive benefit and in regulating bladder irregularities,
from its use. I have gained weight, Try them.
can sleep and am not nervous."
CAI C Sereral arkanaaa farme, tood water,
Name given by Postum Co., Battle CflQ
rUn OHLC no waete land, 118 to UU per acre, east
Creek, Mich. Write for the little book, or urine, e'osryu Bd. ridoUH, WILMSH. KH.
"The Road to Wellvllle."
Postum comes in two forms:
n I kail II Vlntton.D.C.
BuuIree. Htl-- I
Regular Postum must be well
Weet references. Heat result.
e

Self-intere-

overheard two Indians talking about
him. They pointed at him as he passed and uttered a long sentence which,
he understood, they intended for his
name.
"What are those Indians calling
me?" asked he, swelling out Us chest,
while visions of such titles as Thunder-Cloud
oi Terrible Bear danced
through his mind.
"Why, wfiat they are saying," returned an Indian who could translate,
"Is
there goes
I

Kid," Said the Office Boy
all the postcards, peep into the mail
in other ways, fill the ink wells and
have the face of a cherub when the
boss arrived.
One morning when. Adame arrived
the boy nodded gravely and said: ,
"Well, ithere's anything you want
done I wish you'd lemme have it in a
hurry. I gotta go to de baseball game
today."
"Is that so?" replied the astounded
boss; "don't you think that's rather
an abrupt way to put it. You ought
to be more respectful. Suppose you
were the boss and I was the boy let
me show you how I would ask."
So the boy eat down in the boss'
chair and Adams went into the hall.
Then he entered the office, and said in
a polite voice:
"Boss, I would like very much to
go to the ball game today. Would it
be aaklng too much It I could get

He had a fine office boy. He waa one
of those boye who comes to work tor
the first time, beats up the rival office
boy in the next shop, Answers the telephone with the ease and manner of
the senior partner, never smokes cigarettes except when the boss is not
looking and who speaks the fascinating language of the streets and the
lunchroom, where every male human off early!"
,
being is a "guy" or a "gink" and every
And then the boy spoke:
female Is a "skirt" or a. "chicken."
"Surest thing you know, kid. I like
Adams' boy would got to work ten you and hope you'll get along.' Here's
minutes ahead of tlmeduBt out, read half a dollar. Oo ahead now."

.

Too Deep.
Senator Tillman, who is an
listened calmly, at a dinner
in Washington, to an impassioned
speech by a brother senator in suffrage's behalf.
At tha end of this speech a diner,
as-happlauded enthusiastically, said
to Senator Tillman:
' "He's a deep thinker, ain't he?"
"Yes," was the reply; "he can't talk
three minutes without getting beyond
his depth."

1

boiled.

HI r

"

Instant Postum is a soluble powder.

A teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a
cup of hot water and, with cream and

sugar, makes a delicious beverage
stantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
"There's a reason" for Postum.

In-

1,1

Bert Cork
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TaeMs Qoeo.
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Soli bj Draraiata.
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KEEPING SOIL FROM BLOWING

SOCIAL
SUNDAYS FOR 1914
Condition Results From Removal of
Committee on the Subject Has Named
Humus From Land by Contlnu-ou- a
the Various Occasions, and
Cropping With Grain.
Their Purpose.
In many areas the lands of the westA suggested calendar of social Sunern states are giving much trouble
days
has just been completed by a
the
to those who till them, because of
lifting of the soil with the kind. This special conference committee appoint'condition results from the removal of ed to study this subject. In the calthe humus from the land in conse- endar sixteen Sundays of a national
quence of continued cropping with character are Indicated, of which six
;graln from year to year. Because of are for the furtherance of social propthis condition the crops in many in- aganda. The full report is made pubstances fall because of the removal lic from the office of the National
;of the covering through the force of Association for the Study and Preventhe wind. Of course the first aim tion of Tuberculosis.
The committee which has studied
!should be on the part of those who
work such lands to destore the humus, the subject consisted of Philip P. Ja'says the Denver Field and Farm. This cobs, assistant secretary of the Nails brought about by sowing grasB or tional Association for the Study and
'alfalfa, the roots
will bind Prevention of Tuberculosis; Orlando
the soil. But In practice the farmer F. Lewis, secretary of the Prison Ascannot lay down all the blowing soil sociation of New York, and Rev. Wilthat be may have In a single year. He liam T. Demarest, secretary of the
should manage to get the part not un- Home Missions' council. The committee has canvassed all of the various
der control Into grass.
Certain principles apply to the han- associations that have had or are
dling of these blowing lands. First, interested in special Sundays for the
In observance of their respective movethey should not be summer-fallowements through the churches. As a
the ordinary way. To summer-falloresult of the work of the committee,
worked
are
they
more
the
them,
that
'
following calendar has been sugthe more they will blow. They may be the
managed. 4y plowing as late as pos- gested for 1914, Including a number
sible but before the maturing of any of stated church and national holiweed seeds. Let grain be sown on days: January 4th, New Year's Suneuch land at once, preferably a mix- day; January" 25th, Child Labor SunFebruary 8th, Lincoln's Sunday;
ture of grains to be pastured. The day;
soil will not blow thus managed. The February 2 2d, Washington's Sunday;
roots of the grain plants remain un- April 12th, Easter Sunday; April 19th,
Sabbath Observance Day; May 10th,
til spring.
Sunday; May 17th, Peace
Mothers'
When grain Is drilled In amid those
May 24th or 31st, Memorial
roots the following spring the soil will Sunday;
June 14th, Children's Sunnot blow. Another plan is to drill in Sunday;
day; June 28th. Independence Day
a peck 'of tnilo maize or kaflr. The Sunday;
September 6th, Labor Sun
harrow may still be used to keep the day; October 25th,
Prison Sunday;
Held clean!
to December 6th, Tu' There may be some objections to November 29th
Day;
berculosis
December 20th,
handling the land thus, but they will Christmas Sunday.
not outweigh the advantages . that
come from disking rather than plowing. When winter grains are sown
MISERY
It may answer sometimes to drill them STOMACH
In amid the stubble In the early autumn without disking or plowing.
This may answer quite well when
GAS. INDIGESTION
weeds are not, numerously jpresent
amid the stubble. If fall grain Is harrowed after It is up to retain moisture "Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
this should be done with great causour, gassy stomachs in
tion. If harrowed just when the grain
is beginning to appear this should be
five minutes.
done only after a rain and when the
ground is dry enough to produce large
Time it! In five minutes all stomach
granules when harrowed. But such distress will go. No indigestion, heartsoil may be safely harrowed when the burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
grain Is several Inches high. Indis- or eructations of undigested food, no
creet harrowing may do great damage dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
'
to crops on suqh soils.
Pape's ' Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed In regulating upset stomachs.
AVOID ESCAPE OF MOISTURE It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy In the whole
Harrowing
Makes Excellent Oust world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
Mulch Preventing Evaporation-Ren- ew
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
After Hard Rainfall.
from any store and put your stomach
No implement is so patent to pre- right. Don't keep on being miserable
life is too Bhort you are not here
vent the escape of moisture from the
soil, as the harrow.
The ways in long, so make your stay agreeable.
which it may be used to effect this end Eat what you like and digest It; enjoy it, without dread of rebellion in
are many.
Harrowing makes a dust mulch. the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
This mulch of fine earth dries out to
the extent of one or two Inches. When home anyway. Should one of the fam
moisture ascends from below, ae It ily eat something which don't agree
always does, on the principle of capil- with them, or in case of an attack of
larity, It cannot pass this dust mulch. Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
But when rain falls In sufficient quan- stomach derangement at daytime or
tities it passes down through this during the night, it Is handy to give
dust mulch to the moist soil below the quickest relief known. Adv.
and destroys Its effectiveness. In orNo Better.
der to again be effective it must be
Herr August Bebel, the late Ger
renewed, and in order to renew it the
harrow must be again used. The best man Socialist leader, whose funeral at
time to use it is as soon as the har- Zurich was attended by 15,000 people.
'
row can be used on the soli without was not a pessimist.
"Herr Bebel," said a Chicago Sothe earth adhering to it If It is not
then run over the ground the surface ctallst, "once denounced pessimism In
soil will contract in drying, with the my presence. He said that many of
result that numerous cracks or fis- us become pessimists through reading
sures will appear In it, and through In newspapers stories about the
of the entire world. Then,
these the moisture wll! at once begin
to escape from below. By harrowing like little Karl's father, we adopt too
at such a time the dust mulch will be skeptical a view of modern life.
"'Little Karl,' he said, 'one day
renewed.' Such renewal must be given
after each rain of sufficient volume asked:
" ' "Papa, Is there really honor
to destroy the dust mulch. Western
among thieves?"
Farmer.
No," the father replied., 'No.
my son; thieves are just as bad as
Benefits of Disking.
,
I once disked part of a field early other people." "
Id the spring and left the rest of the
'Tokens of Trajie.
field untouched until the field was
"I went to the Bootmakers' Union
plowed early In May, says a writer in
an exchange. The season ws dry, dinner last night."
"What were the eats?"
with scarcely any rainfall. When the
"Sole tongue, shoestring potatoes
plowing was done the disked ground
was in excellent condition while thi and peach cobbler." Yale Record.
other part of the field was so hard
neglect a cold. It meant Consumpand dry that it was almost Impossible Don't
tion or Pneumonia. Dean's Mentholated
to plow It at all.
Couh Drops check cold 6a at DruKgiots.
-

d

Breeding Immature Ewes.
many sheep owners
the plan of breeding ewe lambs,
which Is a poor practice from any V
These immature ewes
standpoint.
cannot be reasonably expected to pro
duce atrong, vigorous Iambs and supply animals that will make a good
growth and develop Into profitable a
feeders, and at the same time reach a
desirable degree of development and
maturity themselves.
A good

Hiah Priced Feed.
Feed will be high next winter, but
more Important than the tost of fend
wtfl be the amount of profit realized
from tbli high priced read.

Paying for the 8uppera.
K Is the oyster's letter."
"I find It associated more with the
and the X."
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PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brighter and faster colon than any other dye. One 13c package colon all fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other dye.
You can dye any garment without ripping apart. WRITE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, etc. MONROE DRUG COMPANY, Quincy, Ilk

Marks of Social Distinction.
"The Hugginses,"
said Sherlock
Holmes, "are very popular with the
wealthy classes."
"How do you know?" I queried, con-- '
fident of a brilliant answer.
'"Because there are so many grease
spots on the 'pavement in front of
their house."
"I don't see the point," said I.
"You auto," said Sherlock.

WANTED

FAULTLESS STARCH DOLLS
Send I topt from tm cent paekaoea of Fanltli
ana ten oenta In stamp no cover uoataj.e

n4 pck ins) and set Mlrl Elisabeth Ann, K innbfe
aud
Ikth. Bend three topo from ten cent paokajtifour oenta In stamp and K't Mine Phoebe Prlmm or
Miaa Lily bite, twelve ineheahlub. Buid toi from
five cent prkatree If you wtah, but twt-- aa n.an are
required. Out tlita ad. out. It will be aooepu-- m
place or one ten cent nr iwo dt cent mv
one aj. win om accapwa wim wcu ay
plainly.
. Write your name and addreaa
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FAULTLESS STARCH CO.
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The End.
Deperdussln, a Paris silk merchant, aeroplane builder and the
of four theaters, secured large advances of "money ou supposed enormous stock of silk, and his total In
debtedness, chiefly to Paris bankers,
amounts to $8,000,000. He owned an
aeroplane factory in Paris, owned
newspapers, owned flying grounds at
Etampes
and Villacourblay, workshops for building motor boats and
hydroaeroplanes, and three magnificent country Beats. Before be launched
out in his silk schemes he was a traveler for a chocolate firm in Belgium,
and in 1896 he was earning his living
as a cabaret singer. When he became
wealthy he was wont to make up
merry parties of four or five young
women and have them at dinner.
When they .unfolded their napkins
each of the girls would find a thousand franc note $200 In her napkin
M. Ueperdussin la now In prison,
M.

If tongue
Mother!
give
"California
coated,
Syrup of Figs."

Look,

is

CITY.

Polite Doctor.
When the baby came to Mary's;
home she was told that the doctor
brought it. She thought he kept an
unlimited supply. Mary had been
taught that politeness was one of the
greatest charms a person could possess.
One day the doctor called and said:
"Mary, we have a new baby at our
house. Would you like to go with me
to see it?"
Mary was delighted. The baby was
very tiny, only weighing three and a
half pounds. When Mary saw this
frail bit of humanity she turned her
face up to the doctor and said:
"I think you are very polite to take
the smallest for yourself."

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses, the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross, half-sicsleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Quite So.
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
"Funny, Isn't it?"
the constipated, waste, sour bile and
"Shoot."
undigested food passes, out of the sys"People that get edged often are
tem, and you have a well child again.
never very sharp."
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrug of Figs" because it Is perfectly
One boy can do an errand in just
The pulgat, a Burmese measure, Is
harmless; children love it, and it nev- the only foreign measure exactly cor- half the time it will take two boys
er falls to act on the stomach, liver responding to our Inch.
to do It.
and bowels:
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on .he bottle. Adv.
e

50-ce-

Some Solace.
"I called on the father of my heiress this morning."
"Ah, duke. And did you get the
girl?"
"No; but he gave me a $5 bill."

Exception.
well to talk of moderation, but did you ever hear of a
war which could be carried on with
soft measures?"
"Certainly; a pillow fight."

"It is all very

Practical.
Only a Private.
"Do you believe In second sight?"
"I am the captain of my soul."
"No. I don't. I believe In seeing it
"Are, ehT Well, I have a wife and
mother-in-law- .
I'm only a corporal." first."
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They give the men folk and little folk muscle and
energy because they are digestible. They're better for
' the family's health because of their light and flaky
crispness. Serve Sunshine L.-Soda Crackers and
you add a change to meals that improves the ap- petite, saves you time and the trouble of
baking, and delights everyone with a
delicious and wholesome treat.

Black Powder Shells
The superior "shooting: of Winchester
"Nublack" and "Hew Rival" shotgun
shells is due to the Winchester method of
construction and loadine. which
has been developed during: over
forty years of manufacturing in a
country where shotgun shooting
is a science.
Loaded sheila that
meet the exacting conditions of
American soortsmen are sure to
satisfy anybody.
Try either of these
shells and then you'll understand
LOOK FOR THE RED W ON THE BOX

tolls

Beoauso of those ugly, grizzly, gray hairs. Us

"LA OREOLK" HAIR DRKISINQ.
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si. 00, retail.
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YALE MAKES CHANGES
Jones and Queal
Football and

Start Work
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IN BRIEF

Donald Wells, a Newspaper Man,
rested In New Mexico Twenty-fou-

Ar-

Weatern Newspaper Union Newt Service.

r

Oct.
Lodge

16-2- 5.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
East Las Vegas, N. M. Suspected

A chamber of commerce bias been
organized at Bowie.
The silo at the experimental farm
at Tucumcarl was filled with kaflr
corn.
Farmlngton people realized handsomely on grapes and peaches, this .
season.
A deposit of Fuller's earth is reported to nave been discovered near
Benson.
Seventeen prisoners have made application to the State Board of Pardons for parole.
A bale of cotton was shipped from
near Endee by Frank McDowell to
Shamrock, Tex.
Wolves and coyotes are said to be
annoying flocks of sheep
of Colfax county.
The Hubbell ranch owners In western Socorro county, have Just finished
dipping 250,000 sheep.
Twenty-eigh- t
cars of apples have
been shipped from Hagerman, and
there are mote to follow.
The- - lovers of hunting In Quay
county have formed the Quay County
Game Protective Association.
Tularosa farmers are asking f 14 per
ton for alfalfa and expect to receive
as high a 17.50 in another month.
Curry county in the vicinity of
Grady reports the building of thirty-tw- o
silos within the past six months.
Artesla boasts of having two real
red bats that will be sent to the
Smithsonian institute at Washington.
William L. McClure has a ranch ot
160 acres near Lobo, sixteen miles
nnrth nf Tana whlnH fa atrmlrprf with
659 angora goats.
The annual rumor of the Southern
Pacific changing the division point
from Lordsburg to Demlng Is being re.
vived.
Buyers of alfalfa at Roswell are offering $13 a ton. Growers are now
making their fourth cutting. Crops

of being a bigamist, Donald Wells, a
hours, was
bridegroom of twenty-fou- r
arrested here on request of H. J.
Wright of Raton, stepfather of the
bride.
Wright says Wells has a wife in
Denver. The latter denies it. Wells
is an advertising solicitor. He says
Ke was employed recently on Denver
newspapers.
Wells was token to Raton. His
bride who was Miss Nina Hunter ot
Raton, in which place the couple were
married, passed the day in Jail with
her husband. ' ,

y

--

y

Denver. Well's wife is living at the
Apollo hotel In this city with her
baby. She will
soon again become a mother. She
was deserted in Denver by her husband, who has worked on newspapers
in Denver, Salt Lake City and San
Francisco.
thirteen-months-ol-

y

IRON MASK MAKES
6 FURLONGS IN

1:10

4-- 5

Iron Mask, by Disguise Royal
Rose, had to break tbe world's
record for six furlongs on a circular track to defeat Leochares in
meetthe first race of the y
ing which opened at Douglas park,
Louisville, Ky. - The new record Is
1:10
Leochares led until within 20 feet of the finish and Iron
Mask, having also passed Helen
Bar bee, which finished third, in the
stretch, won by a neck. Samuel
R. Meyer was the only other
4--

starter.

Iron MasK Is owned by Jefferson
Livingston, of Cincinnati, and is
five years old.

Target Shooting.
Capt W. H. Richard of Onto broke
the world's record for consecutive

range with
bullseyea on the
targets by scoring 23 without
a miss.
500-yar- d

16-in-

King Make Money From Turf.
King George of England has won
ft22,4M vKh hi horses oa the Eag-BU- k
tart ibis seaaoa.

d

Reply In School Fund Suit.
Fd. State Treasurer O. N.
Marron has filed his answer to the
writ of mandamus from the Supreme
Court sued out against him at the instance of the State Land Board with
the treasurer's approval as a means
of getting into tbe courts the controversy regarding the investment of the
state school funds In the state road
bonds. Mr. Marron has refused, and
his answer sets forth that he still refuses to invest the school moneys in
securities bearing a lower rate of interest than the funds are earning at
present, in spite of the order of the
loan board, consisting of the governor,
secretary of state and attorney general. The treasurer asserts In his answer that he "intends to continue the
funds which have heretofore been on
deposit with various banks in said
banks until seme other form of investment is found yielding an equal or
greater per cent of Interest to said
fund than is now being received from
the said banks therefor."

Santa

cross-countr-

Captain Ketcham of Yale.
Tbe followers of Yale are depending much on Captain Ketcham for
the success, of their football team this season and that this confidence has
not been, misplaced has been shown by tbe work of the team thus far:
PENDLETON

IS

A

TIGER STAR
U.

Famous Athlete Has Won University
Emblem Five Times Was Football Captain Last Season.
Of the 1,500 undergraduates in
Princeton university, only 44 have the
privilege of wearing the varsity athletic P, according to statistics published there by the local athletio association. As freshmen are not allowed
to compete on any varsity team there
and as a large number of students
are excluded for various other reasons, the statistics show that Princeton has only 900 men from which to

m

S. May Quit Olympics.

Secretary James E. Sullivan of the
American Olympic committee has
made a criticism of England's action in raising 1500,000 for sport
development as placing athletics on
a basis of virtual professionalism.
"There Is the same tendency,"
said Mr. Sullivan, "in France and
In Germany, where amateur athletics are being backed by money
to such a degree that It is really
professionalism. If tbe Olympic
games are to be commercialized, as
they may be as a result of such
practice, we Americans shall not
compete any more."
Though he admired the Rbelms
Athletio college as "the most perfect Institution of the kind In thti
world," Mr. Sullivan says he doesn't)
believe training there is sufficiently special In character to produce
athletics of Olympic ' standard.
Rheims is teaching one and the
same man, for Instance, to run
dashes, middle distance, long distance, as well, as to Jump, walk and
cycle.
The result is, so it is asserted,
that the Rheims athlete develops a
prodigious set of contradictory
muscles and can't do anything sufficiently well to beat another coun
try's best specialists In Olympics.
As he is a sprinter of unusual
ability, he undoubtedly would have
won a track P had he not been prevented from running by the two sport
rule. The only other student now In
college to have won the letter in more
than one sport is Hobart H. A. Baker
of Philadelphia.
Baker has two football Ps and also the letter In hockey.
ball.

Includes Athletes of Many Lands.
The recently formed International
athletic union which will have chargt
of the Olympic games In 1916 Includes
America, England, France, Sweden,
Norway, Finland, Denmark, Germany,
Austria-HungarSwitzerland, South
Africa, Belgium, Egypt, Australia and
Canada.

Prince Wants Bear.
Prince Albert of Monaco selected
hunting
Wyoming as
the finest
grounds in the world. He Is" going
after the game with Col. "Buffalo Bill"
UMaUtWOO
UM0U.MX
Cody, famous as hunter, scout, etc. Th
Talbot Pendleton of Princeton.
prince Is the first reigning soverelgt
Of Europe to visit the United States.
draw candidates for her 16 varsity
teams, and this number Is cut down
Ayers Has Great Record.
further by a rule which prevents
Yancey Ayers, the Washington re-student from being a member of more
crult, with Richmond, In the Virginia
than two teams in the same year.
The distinction of having received league, had, acording to recent fig
the varsity letter mora times than ures, fanned 312 men :n S3 games and
any other man In college is borne by Issued but 23 bases on balls.
Talbot T. Pendleton of . Berkeley
New Fight Club.
Springs, W. Vs., the captain of the
Denver Is becoming the fight centei
football team during the last season.
He prepared for college at Alexandria, of the United States. Two boxing clubs
Va- -, and has won the
honor three have been ' organized within a short
...
.
timet la football tad twjot In bait- - Uma
.

for Com Ins; Errata.
Meeting Maaonlo Grand
at Santa Fe.

Date

Hours After Marriage.
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Two changes in Yale's coaching system went Into effect with the reporting of fall squads for athletic trainy
ing. In both football and
work permanent paid coaches have
been installed. In football, Howard
Jones, the new permanent coach, has
many players at Nantucket, and In
running, Billy Queal, the
professional champion, has most of
the prominent candidates for the distance team dally working out over the
hills near hie home in New York
state.
The need of a revision in both the
teams'
football and
training haa been seen by the new
resident coaches, and the preparation
for the present season is the most
elaborate, in the history of the two
sports at Yale.
Yale has not heretofore Installed a
permanent coach in either of these
sports. In football a head field coach,
changed from year to year, has been
named and no continuity in system
has been secured.
y
In
work, John Muck,
the track athletic team coach, has
had charge, but his duties as football
team trainer and as track coach have
prevented his giving much attention
to the
fall season. Under Queal'a coaching Yale distance
men last spring made the best showing In the lntercolleglates in years,
and it is now felt that there will be a
chance for a Yale victory in the crosscountry team run this fall.
Yale has
two captains of
losing athletio teams for another season, "Bud" Snow den of the crew and
"Jack" Blossom of the baseball nine.
Blossom was a member of the Junior
class last season, but was completely
upset by losing the Harvard series and
consequent championship, and stated
that he would not return next year,
captain. He has
although
changed his mind and will set th8
squad to work soon after college
opens, In two weeks. He will reappoint as his coaches Frank Qulnby,
who has been coach tor two years, and
Bernle Tommers, who had charge of
the pitchers last season. Yale has
had wonderful material the past two
seasons, and the same nine that swept
everything before it in the early
games last spring will return, with
hardly an exception, for another year.
Captain Snowden has not indicated
his coaching plans, but it is understood that another trial of the English
stroke will be made. Snowden. has
been In Europe the past summer, and
one report is to the effect that an Eng
lish coach will come here this fall
to spend the entire season in drilling
the crews.
Little change is looked for in the
Yale rowing policy because of the fact
that Snowden was committed thoroughly to the English system of coaching last year, and it Is thought that
little change will be made in hla advisers, the committee which shaped
Yale's policy last year. Prominent
among them are Averill Harriman of
New York city; Fred Allen of Boston, chairman
of the committee;
Payne Whitney of New York city, and
Alfred Cowlea of Chicago. Harriman
was an undergraduate and was head
coach last year. It Is not expected
that he can give time for continuous
coaching here because of his duties
In connection with the Harriman
state, of which he is one of three
heirs.
cross-countr-
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It is stated that sufficient funds
have been raised to assure the build-- .
ing of the Methodist sanatorium In
Silver City.
An application to appropriate water
for irrigation has been filed In the
state engineer's office by George D.
Llttrell of Maxwell.
The annual convention of the state
W. C. T. U. opened its session in Demlng with a fine attendance. The sessions lasted four days.
Ernest Matlock Is reported to have
accidentally shot Ross Harp, a Texas
cattleman, while riding In an automobile between Burley and Texlco.
The Thirty-thirAnnual Fair of
New Mexico, held at Albuquerque was
the biggest in point of crowds and exhibits ever given in the Southwest.
Theodore Goulet, serving a sentence
Reductions In Express Rates.
l
Af from unntv in xlnol
.,00...
Santa F6. Reductions in the ex for murder, died and was burled . la
press rates, both Interstate and intra the penitentiary cemetery at Santa
state, ranging from 25 to 60 per cent, Ft.
have bean agreed upon between the
Governor William C. McDonald ap
State Corporation Commission and the pointed
the following persons notarWells-FargAdams, Globe and United
A. Tamme, East Las
Lawrence
ies:
operat
Express
companies,
all
States
Vegas,
E.
L.
and
Love of Hagerman,
Mexico,
ing lnNew
and the new tariff
will go into effect in from sixty to N. M.
ninety days.
According to E. H. Baldwin, construction engineer ot
Tucumcarl State Bank Closes Door. Butte dam, the work isthe Elephant
about halt
Santa Fe The First State bank of completed, while 590 men
are
closed and
Tucumcarl- - voluntarily
asked the state banking department
There are twenty-nin- e
school disto take charge of.lt. L. B. Wootters,
In Quay county with 1,227 scholtricts
charge.
examiner,
took
bank
assistant
The bank is a small one,' with total ars enrolled, with an average ot a litto each. Teachers'
resources in the neighborhood of $50,-00- tle over forty-tw-o
salaries average $56460 per month.
,
The Santa Fe" people have deLucero Adjudged Guilty.
cided to call their city the oldest
Santa FS. The Jury, in the case of in the United States, St. Augustine
the State vs. Jose P. Lucero, mem- and other contestants for the honor
ber of the' lower house of the State notwithstanding.
Legislature from Taos county, reThe State Corporation Commission,
turned a verdict finding the defend- made a protest to F. C. Fox, general
having
ant guilty of
solicited a bribe manager of the A. T. & S. F., against
In return for his vote for United
the closing of the station at Dona'
States senator at the session held Ana, a short distance- - below Laa
1912.
The penalty is a fine of $1,000 Cruces.
,'
or from one to five years In the penon
In
rate
beans
The
carload
lota
itentiary.
from Demlng, N. M., to El Paso, Tex.
has been reduced by the traffic de--;
The Boundary Suit.
Santa F6. William E. Baker ot Las partment of the Southern Pacific road'
cent
Cruces, lias been appointed as the from thirty cents to twenty-twcommissioner of the state of New per hundred.
Mexico to act Jointly with a commisForest reserves, where suitable,
sioner from the state of Texas to taka for grazing purposes, have developed
testimony in the case ot the state ot into quite a factor In providing an.
New Mexico vs. the state of Texas, Income or state schools and roads,'
in the Supreme Court of the United They also solve the problem of range1
8tates.
for stockt
.
R. F, Donobo of Tucumcarl, haa!
Notaries Appointed. .
appointed special deputy of the
Santa 6. The following have been been
banking
department,
state
and'
Evar-istcommissioned notary publics:
Gretgo, Sena, San Miguel county; placed in charge of the First State
Jewet A. Grin stead, Portales; Anton Bank of Tucumcarl, which cloBed It )
.,
doom recently,
Maytr, Bocojro.

Mexican Accused of Baby's Murder.
Santa Fe
Francisco Rivera y
Urioste is in jail here charged with
the murder ot his
son, and the coroner's Jury decided
that the Infant, Flliberto Rivera, came
to its death because of
at the hands of its father. The Jury
also found eighteen distinct wounds
on the child's body, some of them
healed over, showing that they had
been made months ago. Investigations
are now being conducted Into the
deaths of three other sons, all of
whom died in infancy and under circumstances which become of interest
now following the developments In the
present case. Urioste, however, has a
daughter, of whom he is
very fond.
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